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Abstract - This paper covers ontology-based pro-

gramming, using the NUT language as a notation

for semantics of domain knowledge. A speci�cation

method and problem-solving techniques are demon-

strated on an example of modeling and management

of a radar surveillance system in order to �nd op-

timal disposition and con�guration of equipment.

Structural synthesis of programs { a technique es-

sential for the domain knowledge handling is briey

discussed.
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1 Introduction

The intelligent behavior of knowledge-based systems
depends on the processing of large numbers of domain
propositions organized into a knowledge base. The
need for systems to store thousands of domain facts
and to reason about those facts to solve complex do-
main tasks requires major advances in software engi-
neering and software architecture.

The rule-based approach is often taken as a suitable
framework of constructing knowledge-based systems.
However, well-known limitations exist to the scalabil-
ity and maintainability of such systems. Arrangement
of a large software system as an unorganized collections
of production rules leads to such problems as: the goals
of individual rules are often impossible to determine,
potential interactions among rules are diÆcult to pre-
dict, etc. [1].

Knowledge-based application software includes
models of the domain in which the program will ex-
ecute and of the task that the program attempts
to automate. Modern techniques for constructing
knowledge-based systems provide a basis for the design
and representation of such models. By making the do-
main models and task models that underlie these sys-
tems explicit, the design methodologies o�er the ability
to reuse those models to develop new applications as
well as to reuse the program code.

In [1], Musen demonstrates that well-established

approaches for system design emerging from the
knowledge-based systems community have made ex-
plicit four kinds of components required for building
intelligent computer programs. These components in-
clude: (1) domain ontologies, which de�ne a set of
terms and relationships that characterize an applica-
tion area, thus providing a domain of discourse for dis-
cussing relevant concepts; (2) knowledge bases, which
consist of propositional knowledge about the applica-
tion area, such that each proposition relates to con-
cepts de�ned in the domain ontology; (3) problem-
solving methods, which provide the control struc-
ture for carrying out stereotypic, domain-independent
problem-solving strategies, such as classi�cation, fault
diagnosis, constraint satisfaction, and planning; and
(4) mappings, which relate the concepts de�ned in
the domain ontologies (and, by extension, the proposi-
tional knowledge bases whose structures are derived
from those ontologies) to the input-output require-
ments of the problem-solving methods.

This methodology is followed in the NUT system,
a tool for experimental programming and prototyping
developed at IoC, Tallinn, and KTH, Stockholm [2].

The goal of this paper is to present ontology-based
programming using the NUT language as a notation
to represent the semantics of domain knowledge. The
speci�cation method and problem-solving techniques
are demonstrated on an example of system design for
modeling and management of a radar surveillance sys-
tem. First, we introduce the NUT system and the pro-
gram synthesis method to be used. Then, examples
of design and modeling of a large radar surveillance
system follow.

2 NUT programming environ-

ment

The NUT programming environment is an
Unix/Linux-based tool for speci�cation of domain
onotologies. In research reports and journal articles on
the system (see [2, 3, 6]), object-oriented programming
terminology has been used. A complete NUT program
conforms to the object-oriented paradigm and there is



interleaving of concept description and interpretation
(methods). Such implicit representation of di�erent
views of speci�cation of the problem domain that
characterizes object-oriented programming is distinct
from ontology-based approach in knowledge-based
systems [1]. Nevertheless, programming in NUT fore-
sees starting of the problem solving with an explicit
speci�cation of terms and relations (propositions)
that result in the description of domain ontology.
The system itself supports abstract interpretation
of terms and propositions, allowing us to check the
satis�ability of constraints induced by the concepts.
NUT permits to declare the terminology separately
from interpretation, but there are also means for fur-
ther speci�cation re�nement with all implementation
details before the program will run. Having a set of
concepts de�ned available without implementation
particularities allows a domain expert to analyze the
speci�cation, introduce new abstract classi�cations
as well as to merge and reuse concepts from other
domains.

2.1 Speci�cation language

In the NUT system, the notion of concept associates
objects with the similar structure and (computable)
relationships between their structural components. A
new concept can be de�ned via specifying types of its
components in terms of other concepts or by means of
analogy (inheritance) relation. There are some built-in
concepts num, bool, text, prog, array, any for primi-
tive abstract data types. The last is a universal type,
which should be narrowed to some well-de�ned concept
before a more detailed speci�cation is needed.

A concept is speci�ed as a collection of declarations
in the following form (C is a concept previously de�ned
in the knowledge base):

� declaration of a new component A
var A : C;

� declaration of a virtual component A (i.e., tempo-
rary component used only for saving intermediate
results of computing)
vir A : C;

� declaration of inheritance from a more general
concept
super C;

Concept declaration may also contain a speci�cation of
other characteristic properties formulated as relations
between (propositions over) the components. The fol-
lowing relations are permitted:

� - components A and B have always the same value:
rel A = B;

� - declaration of equation:
rel e1 = e2;
where e1 and e2 are arithmetic expressions which
de�ne a constraint on the variables occurring in
them. A non-numeric object can be bound by an
arithmetic operation if it has a single numeric (and

nonvirtual) component. This component will be
used in computations instead of the whole object.
Such reduction permits the usage of abstract con-
ceptions like side, area etc. instead of length of

side, size of surface etc. in formulae.

� functional relationship between the components:
rel R: A1; A2; : : : ; Am �! B1; B2; : : : ; Bnf: : : g;
specifying that B1; B2; : : : ; Bn can be computed
from A1; A2; : : : ; Am (m � 0; n > 0), the relation
name R may be omitted;

� higher order relationship:
rel R:

(C11; C12; : : : ; C1k �! D11; D12; : : : ; D1l);
(C21; C22; : : : ; C2k �! D21; D22; : : : ; D2l);

: : :
(Cp1; Cp2; : : : ; Cpk �! Dp1; Dp2; : : : ; Dpl);

A1; A2; : : : ; Am �! B1; B2; : : : ; Bnf: : : g;
specifying that B1; B2; : : : ; Bn can be computed
from A1; A2; : : : ; Am, using the functions that
compute Di1; Di2; : : : ; Dil from the components
Ci1; Ci2; : : : ; Cik (i = 1; 2; : : : ; p), the relation
name R may be omitted.

In the last two types of relations, the program im-
plementing the relation is represented between braces
f and g. It may be an empty program during the ab-
stract design of the domain ontology and can be substi-
tuted by a more concrete program later. This program
may also be the keyword spec standing for the real-
ization of the relation to be synthesized automatically
during program execution according to the speci�ca-
tion available in the current context.

A complete description of the NUT language can be
found in [3].

2.2 An example

In order to compute a radar coverage, one can describe
a model of the radar, using the prede�ned concepts
Pattern, Losses, Noises and Ratio as follows:

Radar : (

var R:num; % radar range

vir angle:num; % elevation angle

P_t:num; % transmitted signal power

lambda:num;% wavelength

sigma:num; % target cross section

G:num; % antenna power gain

F:Pattern; % pattern propagation factor

L:Losses; % system losses

N:Noises; % total noise power

SNR:Ratio; % signal to noise ratio

rel P_t*G^2*lambda^2*sigma*F =

R^4*(4*pi)^3*SNR*L*N

angle=F.angle;

angle=N.angle;

angle -> R {spec});

It is assumed above that concepts Pattern, Losses,
Noises and Ratio have only one component of nu-
meric type. See also the informal description of the



ontology of the �eld of radio wave propagation and ra-
dio location in [7]. For example, the concepts Pattern
and Ratio are declared as follows:

Ratio : (

var SNR:num; % signal to noise ratio

vir P_d:num; % detection probability

P_fa:num;% false alarm probability

n : num; % number of integrated pulses

rel P_d, P_fa, n -> SNR { % empty % });

Pattern : (

var F:num; % pattern propagation factor

vir angle:num; % elevation angle

rel angle -> F { % empty % });

Considering that speci�c kinds of radio wave propa-
gation losses are de�ned as concepts (consisting only
of virtual components) L_atm - two-way atmospheric
losses (attenuation), L_t - transmission line losses,
L_bs - beam shape losses, L_r - receiver losses and
L_sp - signal processing losses, one can specify a united
notion for losses by means of multiple inheritance

Losses : (

super L_atm;

super L_t;

super L_bs;

super L_r;

super L_sp;

var L: num; % total losses

rel

L= L_atm.L*L_t.L*L_bs.L*L_r.L*L_sp.L );

A similar model can be compiled for noise speci�cation.
The vertical radar coverage diagram may be calcu-

lated using the following notion:

Radar_model : (

var radar:any;

done:array of num;

P_d:num; % detection probability

P_fa:num; % false alarm probability

rel R: (radar.angle->radar.R),

P_d, P_fa, radar -> done

{% this program may be omitted at the

% beginning and refined later

% as follows

radar.SNR.P_d := P_d;

radar.SNR.P_fa := P_fa;

for angle := 0 step 1 to 90

do subtask 1 (angle, range);

done[angle]:= range} od;}

draw: done ->

{% the program to output vertical

% radar coverage diagram % }; );

Until now, only the abstract ontology of radio wave
propagation has been speci�ed. To get the vertical
coverage diagram for a particular radar, a model of
the task to be solved is needed. Let us consider, for
instance, a �ctitious radar, say, of type ASR-16, with
the following parameters: transmitted signal power -
132 W, antenna power gain - 35 dB, and frequency - 2.8

GHz. The task is to �nd the range at which an object
with the radar target cross section of 2 m2 could be
detected with the probability 80% and the false alarm
probability 0.0006%.

Class ASR16: (

super radar P_t=132,

G=35,

lambda= 3/2.8);

ASR16_diagram := new Radar_model

radar=ASR16.radar,

radar.sigma=2,

P_d=0.8,

P_fa=1e-6;

ASR16_diagram.draw( );

2.3 Visual ontologies

Engineering domains have traditionally advanced vi-
sual representation means, e.g. the usage of schemes
in electrical engineering and electronics. The NUT sys-
tem provides visual representation tools for composi-
tional speci�cation of classes in the conventional engi-
neering style { by means of drawing schemes.

Let us consider another way of composing a problem
model for calculating the vertical coverage diagram of
a radar. We assume that the classes of radar, transmit-
ter, antenna and target object are given. Besides its
textual speci�cation, a class in NUT may have a graph-
ical representation. The graphical representation of a
class consists of two separate parts: the icon and the
image. The icon is just a small bitmap for selecting
the class by clicking on it. The image represents the
class in more detail, it may include ports { connection
points for binding its components with other objects.

Figure 1: Visual ontology of a radar

Figure 1 shows a visual speci�cation of the radar
problem composed of the following parts: a radar, an



antenna, a transmitter and a target object. We can
see the class window of the surveillance problem de-
scription with the textual representation of the prob-
lem automatically created from the visual speci�ca-
tion given in the window surveillance.sch, where
we can see the images of the radar, the transmitter,
the antenna and the target connected via ports. In
the palette of the graphical window, there are icons of
classes as well as icons for some commands (for binding
images, for using a superclass etc.).

3 Structural synthesis of pro-

grams

Structural synthesis of programs (SSP) is used as the
basic problem-solving method of the NUT system. SSP
is a deductive program synthesis method based on the
idea that one can construct programs taking into ac-
count only their structural properties. We use this idea
for constructing programs from both small and large
modules whose behavior we do not describe in detail.
Each preprogrammedmodule is supplied with a speci�-
cation used as an axiom stating under which conditions
the module can be applied and which postconditions
will be satis�ed after its execution. However, the speci-
�cation does not specify explicitly the relation between
the input and the output of the module.

The SSP uses an implicative fragment of the intu-
itionistic propositional calculus with restricted nest-
edness of implications. Intuitionistic logic guarantees
simplicity of program extraction from proofs: pro-
grams are realizations of formulae and can be repre-
sented in typed lambda calculus. The general form of
the formulae is

(A! B)& : : :&(C ! D)! (E ! F ) (1)

where, for any symbol W , W denotes
W1&W2& : : :&Wn or W1;W2; :::;Wn or empty
(depending on the context). If we assume that
propositional letters X;Y; : : : denote computability
of objects x; y; : : : ; then an implication X ! Y has
the following meaning "y is computable from x". An
implication of this form can be either a speci�cation
of a preprogrammed module (i.e., an axiom), or a goal
specifying the program to be synthesized. In the case
of an axiom, we can show the module under the arrow
as follows: X �!

f
Y .

The nested implications A ! B; :::; C ! D in an
axiom of the form (1) are called subtasks. They state
subgoals, which must be achieved in order to apply
the module with this axiom. They provide generality
to the logical language, indeed, they play a role simi-
lar to atoms in the body of a Prolog clause. Program
development based on SSP is sometimes called propo-
sitional logic programming, because, �rst, it is a kind
of logic programming, and, second, it uses a proposi-
tional logic [4].

The fragment of the intuitionistic propositional cal-
culus used in SSP is still expressive enough for deduc-
tively equivalent encoding of arbitrary intuitionistic

propositional formulae [4]. The derivability problem
in the intuitionistic propositional calculus is known to
be PSPACE complete, consequently, the proof search
in SSP is PSPACE complete. Still, eÆcient algorithms
exist for the practical cases of synthesis where restric-
tions on the structural complexity of speci�cations are
known [5].

A natural way to extend the SSP could be to use
a more general theory of constructive types, e.g. pro-
posed by Martin L�of [9]. However, we have been afraid
of loosing the eÆciency by introducing this extension.

Let us follow how the problem-solving method of
NUT is working for a toy example.

Let there be two radars of di�erent types, say ASR-
16 and ASR-18, located in the positions as it is shown
in Fig.2. Can both of them detect a target at h meters
above the ground and at the distance (measured along
the ground) a and b km away, respectively, from the
radars? For simplicity, let us assume that the ground
is at.

h

x =
a

1
x =b2

C1

C2

ASR-16

ASR-18

Figure 2: Two-radar problem

The model of the task in the NUT language could
be

Class Example : (

var F1:ASR16;

F2:ASR18;

h,x1,x2:num;% height and distances

al1,al2:num;% angles to tagets

c1,c2:num; % see in Fig.2.

r1,r2:num; % radar ranges

Cond:bool; % yes if two radars

% can "see" the taget

rel P16:F1.angle -> F1.R{spec};

P18:F2.angle -> F2.R{spec};

F1.angle=al1;

F2.angle=al2;

F1.R=r1;

F2.R=r2;

tan(al1)=h/x1;

tan(al2)=h/x2;

c1^2=x2^2-h^2;

c2^2=x2^2+h^2;

f:r1,c1,r2,c2 ->Cond

{Cond:=(c1<r1) and (c2<r2)});

Solution := new Example x1=a, x2=b;

Solution.compute(Cond);

This model is translated into the form of functional
constraints (for details see [8]). Each equality is trans-
lated into two constraints, e.g. F1.R=r1; gives im-
plications F1:R ��!

asg
R1 and R1 ��!

asg
F1:R, where



H(h) ` H(h) X1(a) ` X1(a) H(h) ` H(h) X2(b) ` X2(b)

` H ^X1 �!
g3

�1 ` H ^X1 �!
h2

C1 ` H ^X2 �!
g3

�2 ` H ^X2 �!
h2

C2

H;X1 ` �1(g3(h; a); C1(h2(h; a)) H;X2 ` �2(g3(h; b); C2(h2(h; b))

` �1 ��!
asg

F1:angle ` �2 ��!
asg

F2:angle

H;X1 ` F1:angle(asg(g3(h; a)); C1(h2(h; a)) H;X2 ` F2:angle(asg(g3(h; b)); C2(h2(h; b))

` F1:angle ��!
P16

F1:R ` F2:angle ��!
P18

F2:R

H;X1 ` F1:R(P16(asg(g3(h; a))); C1(h2(h; a)) H;X2 ` F2:R(P18(asg(g3(h; b))); C2(h2(h; b))

` F1:R ��!
asg

R1 ` F2:R ��!
asg

R2

H;X1 ` R1(asg(P16(asg(g3(h; a)))); C1(h2(h; a)) H;X2 ` R2(asg(P18(asg(g3(h; b)))); C2(h2(h; b))

` R1 ^ C1 ^ R2 ^ C2 �!
f
Cond

H;X1; X2 ` Cond(f(asg(P16(asg(g3(h; a)))); h2(h; a); asg(P18(asg(g3(h; b)))); h2(h; b)))

` X1; X2; H ����������������������������������������������!
�h;a;b:f(asg(P16(asg(g3(h;a))));h2(h;a);asg(P18(asg(g3(h;b))));h2(h;b))

Cond

Figure 3: Proof of the theorem

asg is the standard function performing assignment.
Other equations and relations of the class Example

give the following set of constraints in the sequential
form, where g1(x; y) = y= tan(x), g2(x; y) = y tanx,

g3(x; y) = arctan(x=y), h1(x; y) =
p
x2 + y2 and

h1(x; y) =
p
x2 � y2:

` �1 ^H �!
g1

X1 ` �2 ^H �!
g1

X2

` �1 ^X1 �!
g2

H ` �2 ^X2 �!
g2

H

` H ^X1 �!
g3

�1 ` H ^X2 �!
g3

�2

` C1 ^X1 �!
h1

H ` C2 ^X2 �!
h1

H

` C1 ^H �!
h1

X1 ` C2 ^H �!
h1

X2

` H ^X1 �!
h2

C1 ` H ^X2 �!
h2

C2

` F1:R ��!
asg

R1 ` R1 ��!
asg

F1:R

` F2:R ��!
asg

R2 ` R2 ��!
asg

F2:R

` F1:angle ��!
asg

�1 ` �1 ��!
asg

F1:angle

` F2:angle ��!
asg

�2 ` �2 ��!
asg

F2:angle

` F1:angle ��!
P16

F1:R F2:angle ��!
P18

F2:R

` R1 ^ C1 ^ R2 ^ C2 �!
f
Cond

Also, constraints describing the class as a data struc-
ture which can be composed and decomposed are al-
ways introduced. These constraints are not used in
this example.

To solve the problem above, the theorem `
X1; X2; H �!

f
Cond has to be proven using the set

of formulae and interface rules of SSP for elimination
of implication (! -) and introduction of implication
(! +). The proof in Fig. 3 can be made.

The extracted program is as follows

�h; a; b:f(asg(P16(asg(g3(h; a)))); h2(h; a);

asg(P18(asg(g3(h; b)))); h2(h; b)):

After optimization that removes assignments for equal-
ities asg from the formulae, the resulting program will
be

�h; a; b:f(P16(g3(h; a)); h2(h; a); P18(g3(h; b)); h2(h; b)):

4 Modeling and control of a

surveillance system

Here we describe briey a real application of our tech-
nique. The computer modeling of a surveillance sys-
tem is required before system installation to guarantee
satisfaction of the requirements by the system and to
apply automatic control during its actual use. The
most common tasks for such kind of modeling are 1)
choosing optimal disposition for sensors and their types
and 2) determining optimal control parameters for the
radars in use according to the environmental condi-
tions.

In both cases, we need to integrate several di�erent
types of knowledge into our model:

� ontology of the surveillance equipment,

� models of propagation and perturbation,

� geographical environment (digital height and ter-
rain models),

� meteorology models.



These models and ontologies cover a large variety of
disciplines, and a system that is used for such modeling
has to provide a user-friendly way for their description
and integration. We believe that a formal model is
comprehensive and well handled when the ontologies
of its components are described using common termi-
nology or, in other words, the most convenient way for
a model creation is to take equations or functions from
handbooks and without major changes, store them into
ontology descriptions. The level of abstraction of the
de�nition language should free us from dealing with
programming details, thus making the system usable
also for people with minor programming education.

The NUT system possesses many of the properties
described above and has been used to create a mod-
eling package of Estonia's radar coverage, performed
under the contracts with the Estonian Ministry of De-
fence and the Estonian National Maritime Board. In
Section 2, some prototype concepts of this modeling
system were described. The whole package includes
two general parts (see Fig. 4): �rst, to manage the
user interface and second, to perform the actual calcu-
lations.

Sensor

Main 

Map_dll EnvironmentCamera

Environment

Button

Radar

Latm

Losses

radar1ea

radar_model

Noise

map_dll

RadarTypeYRadarTypeXCameraTypeZ

C
o

m
p

u
ta

ti
o

n
s

U
se

r 
in

te
rf

ac
e

PatternRatio

Figure 4: Architecture of the radar modeling system

The user interface allows the user to specify a sce-
nario to be modeled, which consists of sensors (radars
and cameras), their locations on the map, environ-
mental conditions and some computational parame-
ters, e.g. accuracy. In this case, volatile graphical
objects have been useful. It means that graphical el-
ements drawn from a program can be kept connected
to instance variables of the object referred to by the
drawing command. As a consequence, manual manip-
ulation (moving, reshaping etc.) of the image causes
the corresponding changes to the object. For instance,
when the calculations show that a radar cannot reach
a certain point of interest from the given location, one
can �nd a new position to the radar by moving its

image (the dot in the center of the coverage picture)
to another point and introduce new coordinates before
the next iteration of the modeling.

When the speci�cation is completed, the compu-
tation of the radar coverage can be performed. To
achieve the appropriate eÆciency, the package has been
implemented on the basis of the distributed NUT sys-
tem [6] built upon PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine)
software. The computations are executed in parallel on
workstations in the computer network, the GUI runs
on one workstation and all the actual calculations are
done distributed to other computers.

Figure 5: Vertical coverage diagram

A computation of a single radar coverage is spawned
as an independent process that has all the necessary in-
formation for computations. As the actual radar cov-
erage is a 3D volume, that is not easy to display, the
possible output is simpli�ed into two types: a vertical
coverage diagram (see Fig. 5) and a coverage diagram
at the given height level (see Fig. 6).

A general control structure is represented as a
method with subtasks (see Section 2), where the cal-
culation of the coverage diagram is a set of subtasks
specifying computations of the vertical coverage and
the detectability area in the given directions. The cov-
erage itself is displayed as a set of lines around the
radar location, where every line shows the detectabil-
ity area in that direction (see Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Radar detectability area

The calculation of a single vertical coverage diagram
consists also of several subtasks - the range calculations
at di�erent elevation angles.

The package has been used for modeling the radar
coverage of Estonian airspace and coastal areas (see



Fig. 7). In the latter, the scenarios of up to 25 radars
were calculated.

Figure 7: User interface

5 Conclusions

Applications of the structural synthesis of programs
presented here have been selected from a problem do-
main, bearing in mind their practical usefulness and
credibility. They all have been presented already as
technical reports composed in terms of a particular
application domain. Our aim in selecting the appli-
cation examples has been to demonstrate the practical
applicability of a completely automatic program syn-
thesis in ontology-based programming. The fact that
we use structural synthesis of programs has no princi-
pal importance. Our main message is that the deduc-
tive program synthesis is suÆciently mature for auto-
matic usage in the knowledge-based software develop-
ment practice. An important lesson learned from our
applications was that the automatic synthesis of pro-
grams should be supported by conventional software
development tools: visual editor, object-oriented pro-
gramming language for implementing preprogrammed
parts of the software etc. In other words, the synthe-
sis is only one of the features of software development
environments. It should be available for applications
where it can be useful, and the amount of synthesis
used may vary largely from one application to another.
In our case, the synthesis appeared useful for develop-
ing visual speci�cation languages, simulation software,
and highly interactive computing even in the case of
considerable amount of number-crunching.

In this paper, we have used SSP for problem solv-
ing in the surveillance domain. Several other applica-
tion domain ontologies speci�ed by means of the same
method are described in [10]. Experience of the NUT
system use has proven the advantage of ontology-based
programming technology combined with SSP. Our fur-
ther research is related to developing appropriate pro-
gramming techniques and adjusting SSP for the Java
platform. We believe that this would enlarge the ap-

plication area of the method considered.
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